Equipment Notes
March 31, 2004 (revised January 2006)

To hook laptop to Epson data projector:

On laptop
‚	Plug electrical cord in to laptop first, then into wall socket (red dot)
‚	Plug mouse in before booting up
‚	On/off switch (green dot)
‚	Mouse and mouse connection (blue dot)

On data projector
‚	Red dot on power; hook up before you power up the data projector
‚	RGB cord connects computer to data projector (yellow dot); one end into back of laptop, one end into back of data projector
‚	Plug in data projector
‚	Red power button (green light will blink for 30 seconds)
‚	Focus by turning dial on front; wide/narrow by turning knob above the dial
‚	Keystone button squares picture
‚	Turn off laptop first; to turn off projector, hit red power button, confirm, then it will blink for a while; when it’s finished blinking, you can unplug it.

Important! On laptop hit function key (located at bottom left near control key) plus F5 (some laptops are different: maybe F7 or F8) - this will produce a picture on both the laptop monitor and the screen.


To hook VCR to Epson data projector:
‚	Use gold tip cord (aka 1/8 inch shielded) which goes into video out on VCR, and other end goes into video in on data projector
‚	On data projector, hit source to project the video;  to toggle back to laptop, hit source again
‚	For sound speaker, use gold tip cord which goes into red right hand hole on the back of the VCR and into Line 1 on back of speaker
‚	If you don’t have a speaker, you can plug gold tip cord into red hole in back of data projector

NB: if you hit Power by mistake, it will ask you if you want to power off; just leave it alone

‚	To shut down: Power off twice on data projector; orange light will blink, which indicates cooling down; when orange light is unblinking it is sufficiently cooled


For NEC data projector

‚	RGB in RGB 1, data projector to laptop
‚	Leg adjustments in front on bottom
‚	Turn power on twice: turn it on via switch over power cord, then turn it on via tiny button on top
‚	Zoom and focus on top
‚	To keystone: hit menu   image adjustment   enter   left/right to adjust keystone, or use remote
‚	For source (to switch from video to laptop and back), hit menu & arrow down or use remote
‚	To turn off: the on/off on top will turn bulb off; then turn the power off in front

Important! On laptop hit function key (located at bottom left near control key) plus F5 (some laptops are different: maybe F7 or F8) - this will produce a picture on both the laptop monitor and the screen.

